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terrorism.

Since highly placed

intelligence agencies

have proof that significant numbers of terrorists have
enjoyed safe passage and other accomodations in social
ist countries. Gardner's propaganda is very dangerous
stuff.

with this problem through its own blind stupidity on
certain issues.
We know this. but the enemy controls the key press.
Lazard Freres controls the Washington Post and Paris
le Monde. The New York Times. Newsweek, Le Matin

If you continue on the stupid course into which you
have been lured by Lazard Freres. et al. on this terror
ism issue. it will not be difficult for the Kissingers. et al.
to whip up a frenzy against the Soviet Union among a
population desperately enraged by the climate of fear
terrorism engenders. That mood is precisely the circum
stance under which confrontations provoking outbreak of
total war become politically possible in Western Europe
and the United States. Can you not see this important
connection? Are you so stubbornly foolish on this ques
tion that you will continue to refuse to correct a major
error?

Le Nouvel Observateur. Liberation. the Lazard Freres
Cuccia-controlled press in Italy. the Agnelli-controlled
press in Italy. and named publications in West Germany
as well as the London Times. and so forth. largely in
fluence liberal and other opinion in the relevant nations.
If you continue to be so foolishly duped as to continue to
give "critical support" to terrorists. to turn blind eyes to
terrorists' safe passages through socialist countries. and
so forth. it will be most difficult for those of us who are
responsible

to offset the propaganda of the enemy

controlled press such as the Washington Post and Le
Monde.
You must denounce the fascist terrorists such as the

We know. and responsible intelligence and security

Baader-Meinhof. the Red Brigades. the FALN. and their

agencies agree with us. that terrorism is principally

"sympathizers" for the fascist tools of Lazard Freres

generated by the supranational financier forces we have

and Chase Manhattan they are. You must offer coopera

named. with aid of the corrupt currents of the Socialist

tion to the nations which are attempting to control this

International and the dirtiest elements of British intelli

evil.

gence. They know. as we do. that the Soviet leadership
majority has merely allowed itself to be contaminated

If you are really concerned to prevent total war. you
will correct the indicated errors. and most quickly.

Lazard Freres Launch Assassins
Against Soviet Military Personnel
The following press release was issued on Aug. 14 by

that the Soviet military command influence on the Soviet
Politburo and Central Committee is neutralized. and that

the U.S. Labor Party security staff.

factions allied with the patrons of Rockefeller agent-of
In a parody of Admiral Canaris role for British in
telligence in the Tukachevsky. affair. top-level Anglo
American

intelligence

networks

collaborating

with

Lazard Freres and the Rockefeller brothers have ac
tivated their own assassins plus a wave of "Arbatov
agents" within Eastbloc security and intelligence circles
for a wave of assassins targetting the infrastructure of
the Soviet military intelligence. the GRU.
The report was received by U.S. Labor Party Chairman
Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr

.•

by special channels of com

munication to his present location in Wiesbaden. West
Germany.

influence Georgii Arbatov are effectively influential at
top Soviet levels under conditions of a massive replay of
the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis.
It is our information that the projected confrontation is
being planned for an early date by the factions

a ligned

with Lazard Freres and the Rockefeller brothers. This is
corroborated by the past week's close check with top
USA banking circles. who report that the Rockefeller's
Chase Manhattan Bank and the group of Lazard Freres
centered

investment banks uneasily allied with the

Rockefeller brothers are on the verge of collapse. It is
doubted that

those

fabulously-leveraged banking in

Independently. corroborating reports were

stitutions could survivie the effects of the third-quarter

received by Labor Party security in New York City

closing without some most extraordinary change in the

yesterday afternoon.

world situation. This is confirmed by undercover in

Double-checks of vital points of

corroborating intelligence have been completed.
The information received indicates that U.S. Central
Intelligence chief

A dmiral

Stansfield Turner is among

vestigations. through cut-outs. of the thinking among
Lazard and Rockefeller brothers circles. They are in a
state of manic hysteria.

the persons knowledgeably complicit in this dangerous
operation. It is also known that a headline above an
otherwise silly article. "Kill the Crocodile." appearing in
the New York Times was one of the code-signals ac
tivating the assassination operation.

The Canaris Case
Contrary to the cover-story supplied by th.. recent best
seller. A Man Called Intrepid. the top British intelligence

The purpose of the operation is well known. It is the

secret of World War II was the fact that Admiral Canaris

basic strategy of Henry Kissinger and other relevant

was to all notable effects an agent of British intelligence

persons that the Soviet leadership will backdown before

networks associated with Winston Churchill and the

a sharp thermonuclear confrontation-threat on condition

Royal Family. Notably, the key point of the cited best-
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seller novel is the effort to explain certain of Canaris'

The Hitler regime, a creation of Hjalmar Schacht with

cruCial services to British intelligence, including the

backing from the same financier networks of London and

Dunkirk mystery, by exaggerating the achievements of

Manhattan behind the Baader-Meinhof gang and the

British intelligence in breaking the Nazi "enigma code."

present Arbatov operation.

Although

the

forging

of

the

documents

for

the

decapitation of the Red Army was done qirectly un der

was

given· the military

strategic objective by London of marching eastward.
Hence, Neville Chamberlain's role in the Munich 1938
liquidation of Czechoslovakia,

as well as British in

over Heydrich's objections by Canaris, and then ac

fluence

not

tivated by Canaris after Canaris received instructions to

remilitarization of the Rhineland.

Nazi SD chief Heydrich, this project was first held back

on

France

in

1936

to

resist

Hence,

Hitler's

British in-

intelligence

. fluence behind Daladier's complicity in Munich, 1938. In

sources. The conduiting of the. forged documents against

the 1937 period, butchery of the leadership of ·the Red

that

effect

from

highest-level

British

Tukachevsky was initiated by Heydrich, but was assisted
in

the

most

crucial

ways

by

operations in both Paris and

British

Prague,

intelligence

including the

complicity of Czech President Be.nes.
The importance British intelligence placed on Canaris
was dramatically illustrated by the killing of Heydrich.
Heydrich, already suspicious of Canaris, was about to
leave his duties in Prague,

according to information

Army was a British military objective; hence Canaris's
authorization to Heydrich to reactivate the forged papers
project, and hence crucial British intelligence assistance
in laundering the transmission of those forged documents
in both Paris and through the Czech government.
British empiricism being what it is, Hitler's Germa.ny
reacted to the situation in partly unforeseen ways - by

received by the British. Their concern was to kill him

moving

before he returned to Berlin - to protect Canaris from

Hence, the same British intelligence circles which were

being uncovered as a British agent.
In fact, it is proven that Canaris was a British agent
from no later than early during World War I, when

westward

before

risking

moving

eastward.

committed, during the 1930s, to demolishing the Soviet
Union, were pressing for a Soviet alliance by the Fall of
1940.

Colonel

The deploying of the networks allied with Georgii Ar

Nikolai networks in Chile, enabled Canaris to escape

batov's patrons against the infrastructure of the GRU

from a Chilean internment camp. and return on a forged

has the same essential logic as the special operation

British

intelligence,

collaborating

with

the

passport supplied by the British consulate in Buenos

against the Red Army leadership of 1936-1937. It is more

Aires on a neutral ship on which passage was arranged

probable that this outrage against a great power will

by the British, by way of a stop-over at Portsmouth,
England. Shortly after Canaris' escape, according to

have consequences which the insane coordinators of the

East German intelligence, he recruited later General

foreseen - just as their lunatic political predecessors of

Francisco Franco as a joint agent of German and British

the 1920s, and 1930s did not foresee the consequences of

Lazard Freres and Rockefeller brothers effort have not

intelligence. (In fact, British intelligence predominantly

London and Manhattan bankers forcing Hitler upon

controlled both sides in the Spanish Civil War!)

Germany.
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